18th Century Furniture and Objets d'art

Flowers in marquetry
Spring is coming, nature is adorned in flowers. Flowers are
an omnipresent iconographic motif in the arts of the 18th century.
Cabinetmaking furniture employed this ornament in various techniques and
in every conceivable form, particularly in the art of marquetry, which
produced examples of furniture that have become iconic.

Techniques used to represent flowers
Marquetry is the art of assembling pieces of different species and cut
according to a model to create a decoration on a piece of furniture. It comes
from the inlaying of elements called instarsia. The 17th and 18th centuries
saw an enrichment in the use of materials by combining stone, metal,
tortoiseshell and wood in the search for elaborate ornaments.

Pietra dura marquetry

Domenico Cucci (1677-1682) and Gobelins Mosaic Workshop, Cabinet of the Duke of
Northumberland (of a pair), 1677-1682, United Kingdom, Alnwick Castle

Pietra dura is a technique of combining marble and precious stones to
create paintings. The tradition dates back to Roman antiquity and was
revived in Florence in the late 16th century before being developed in the
Gobelins workshops from the 1670s onwards. It was used to decorate table
tops or the drawers and doors of 17th-century cabinets. As the Duke of
Northumberland's cabinet shows, plant and floral motifs are the most
common in this technique, the black background enhancing the colour of
the various stones used.

Metal marquetry, known as Boulle marquetry

André-Charles Boulle (1642-1732), Cabinet (of a pair), circa 1700, Paris, Musée du Louvre
(inv. OA 5453)

Metal marquetry was invented in Germany and was the result of a search for
effects that contrasted light and dark woods, eventually incorporating metal.
It was named after the famous André-Charles Boulle, a cabinetmaker,
sculptor, chiseller and gilder working for the King. He contributed to the
development of this technique, which consists of assembling several plates
of different materials, on which the decoration is cut out in one go. The
resulting cut-outs are then mixed together to form a composition of the
different materials. There are as many panels formed as there are plates
used, usually of tortoiseshell, brass and pewter, the assemblies of which are
called parts and counterparts. Because of their technique, these pieces of
furniture were made in pairs or threes.
The most common motifs are friezes of foliage, floral arabesques and
bunches of flowers, as shown in the pair of cabinets by André-Charles
Boulle in the Louvre. For more refinement, details such as petals were even
engraved on the metal.

Wood marquetry

Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-1806), Chest of drawers delivered for the Garde-Meuble,
circa 1775-1780, Paris, Hôtel de la Marine

One only has to look at a bouquet of flowers in marquetry from the 18th
century to understand the term “painting on wood” that was used to
describe the technique. The marquetry craftsmen reached an unequalled
degree of technique by multiplying the species, the details and by playing
with their colour, not hesitating to tint the pieces to achieve greater realism.
To go further in the search for optical illusion, the craftsmen used the
technique of shading, where the pieces of wood were inserted in hot sand to
darken the edges, thus giving more volume to the flowers.
Today, most of these inlays have been altered by too much exposure to light,
turning the colours into a shade of brown.
It is possible to find colours close to the original ones by opening the flap of
a piece of furniture or during restoration work, as on a cylinder desk by
Riesener preserved in the English Royal Collection, whose inlaid panels
could be dismantled and analysed. The reverse side of these panels was
vividly polychromed. Bright and contrasting shades of blue, green, yellow
and white were used to match the colours of the silks and porcelains
adorning the interiors.
The chest of drawers probably delivered to Madame Randon de Pommery at
the King’s Garde-Meuble by Riesener around 1775-1780 still has such colours,
which are clearly visible on the central bouquet.

Ways of representing flowers in marquetry
Over the course of the century, marquetry craftsmen evolved in the way
they represented flowers. Thus, we find stylised or geometrised flowers,
imitated from textiles, and represented naturally in bouquets or
accompanying trophies.

Stylised flowers in frieze and garlands

Pierre Gole (circa 1620-1684), Monsieur's ivory cabinet, circa 1660,
London, Victoria &Albert Museum (inv. W.38:1 to 3-1983)

The frieze and garland are the most common decorative motifs since the
Renaissance, combining leaves and flowers. The 18thcentury appropriated
this motif. Initially stylised and still bearing the imprint of the 17th century,
they became more naturalistic at the beginning of the reign of
Louis XV.

Geometrical flowers in mosaic backgrounds

Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-1806), Chest of drawers delivered for Marie-Antoinette at Marly
(from an order of two), 1782, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 12012)

With the change of style at the end of the century, a new way of representing
flowers appeared. Jean-Henri Riesener invented an original decorative
model structured in the manner of a paving, called “mosaic with small
lozenges” which he used extensively for the furniture delivered to the royal
family. The lozenges first contain a geometrical rosette similar to a
sunflower. The decoration later evolved by abandoning the flower and
retaining only the simple lozenge.

Flowers imitated from textiles in Indian style

Attributed to Jean-François Oeben (1721-1763), Table mécanique, circa 1760,
Paris, Musée Cognacq-Jay (inv. J 373)

The integration of the floral motif in the decoration can also be inspired by
exotic printed textiles, the Indiennes. Indiennes are cotton fabrics brought
back from Asia by the various India Companies since the 17th century. The
flowers unfurl their long stems on the surface. The varieties themselves are
exotic with peonies, carnations and pointed leaves.
The flower decoration on the mechanical table in the Musée Cognacq-Jay is
not limited to the framework but seems to extend to the sides and legs. It is
not known who commissioned such a piece of furniture, but the name of
Madame de Pompadour may be suggested.

Flowers in the natural, in bouquets, or as trophies

Jean-François Oeben (1721-1763), Cylinder secretary, circa 1760,
Paris, Musée Nissim de Camondo (inv. CAM 191)

Flowers in their natural state can be represented in the form of bouquets,
flowering tendrils or trophies associated with other objects. The models
were found in collections of botanical studies. A painter from the
Gobelins manufactory, Louis Tessier (1719-1781), composed a collection
specifically dedicated to the representation of flowers in the decorative arts,
the Livre de principes de fleurs. It contains models of bouquets and
recognisable species that can be found on furniture by Jean-François Oeben
and his apprentice Jean-François Leleu. Pursuing the same high standards
as his master but with more freedom in the interpretation of the models,
Riesener was equally brilliant in his mastery of bouquets. The secretary by
Oeben in the Nissim de Camondo Museum is a good example of the use of
published models on the drawers and sides. Roses, tulips, peonies, lilies and
daffodils are all recognisable...

Louis Tessier, draughtsman (1719-1781), Gilles Demarteau, engraver (1729-1776),
“Bouquet of anemone, poppy, clematis” (second plate), in Livre de principes de fleurs,
undated, Lyon, Bibliothèque municipale (inv. F18DEM003402)

Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-1806), Chest of drawers delivered for Marie-Antoinette at Marly
(from an order of two), 1782, Versailles, Château de Versailles (inv. OA 6628)

Trophies, which origins go back to Antiquity, are an assembly of objects
commemorating a military victory. In the second half of the 18th century,
this decorative motif was taken up again and combined with various objects
to open it up to lighter themes such as music or games. Gardening and rural
attributes are the theme represented on the two chests of drawers delivered
by Riesener to Marie-Antoinette in 1782 for her apartment at the Château de
Marly. The chest of drawers in the Château de Versailles shows gardening
tools and the one in the Louvre Museum a basket and a hat. As such
assemblages may seem unexpected, the flowers found on the gilt bronzes or
textiles create a harmony by matching them. The omnipresence of flowers
in the ornaments of the second half of the century sometimes led to the
production being described as “flourished antique”.

The focus of the gallery

Pierre IV Migeon (1696-1758), Secretary with flap, Louis XV period, Galerie Léage

Our secretary is decorated with an elegant floral design by Pierre IV Migeon,
a great cabinetmaker who worked for the Garde-Meuble de la Couronne, the
royal family and Madame de Pompadour. With Jean-Pierre Latz and Pierre
Roussel, Migeon sublimated the technique of flower marquetry. The inlaid
scrolls of this secretary are inlaid on a veneered frieze, a technique
consisting in veneering only one type of wood to play with its grain. This
piece of furniture illustrates different ways of representing flowers, both
naturalistic and close to Indian motifs. Roses, peonies and carnations are so
faithfully reproduced that they could be inspired by a repository. Like
in Boulle marquetry, the leaves and flowers, open or withered, are also
finely engraved to distinguish the veins and petals.
This piece of furniture is a synthesis of the techniques of flower marquetry
carried out to perfection by the cabinetmakers of the 17th and 18th
centuries.
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